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ABSTRACT: This work presents TestIT, an application designed for smartphones with Android operating system,

which aims to record the phone’s performance, both at the hardware level by recording CPU temperature and battery

charging time and at the software level by detecting the copying and creating speed of a file, respectively the download

and upload speed of a network. Following these tests, the App creates various statistics that not only determine the

performance of the phone, but can also suggest improvements that can be made to the device’s thus preventing a

possible replacement with a newer and therefore more expensive model. The application was developed in Android

Studio v2.2.3, with tests carried out both through Genymotion emulator and on authors mobile smartphones.
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1. Introduction

This paper extends the previous work [1] that was presented at the International Conference on Applied Informatics

Imagination, Creativity, Design, Development (ICDD 2017), by presenting some application’s changes that were later

on performed.

Today, almost everyone has a smartphone and children and students use them more than computers. Software appli-

cation development has become a desirable skill not only in the IT field, but also in other technical and less technical

fields. [2] [3] Nevertheless, Steve Jobs also insisted on this idea saying that “Everybody in this country should learn to

program a computer, because it teaches you how to think”. [4].

TestIT is an application designed for all smartphone users with Android operating system, which aims to record
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the performance level of the phone through different tests at both hardware and software level. The idea of developing

this application derived from a passion, which evolved during the 11th grade while I was attending one of my Android

classes that is taught in my school. The era we live in is an age of speed, progress and continuing development and

the desire to bring something innovative and useful our world, led me to create this application. The purpose of this

application is to check some of the phone functionalities and to inform the owner, if there are improvements that can

be made to his device.

Google Play application package provides several free and paid applications dedicated to identifying available sen-

sors in your phone. Some of these application are “Sensor Box for Android”, “AndroSensor” and “Sensors Sense”.

However, not only as the saying “Do It Yourself” goes, which states that the best learning method is by developing

your own applications, but also under the supervision of a teacher passionate about everything new in programming

intelligent systems I considered helpful and also liked to implement an application in Android capable of achieving

the Human - Computer interaction acquiring some useful data about the performance of the smartphone. In the near

future I would like to implement the Human - Computer - Environment application interface. My choice to program

in Android has been motivated by the fact that, after a market survey conducted in 2012, 49.2% of mobile devices

sold worldwide were based on Android System Architecture. In addition to the previous mentioned information, in

November 2014 Ericsson experts forecast that by 2020 more than 90% of the population which is older than 6, will

have a mobile phone. [5], [6]

2. User Interface and Application Functionality

The first activity of the application shows the circular home menu, which can allow the user to reach the different

functionalities of the app, that are programmed as fragments, in order to make it easier for the smartphone user to

return to the home menu or to close the app. [7] The first image containing a folder icon shows the copy and create

file menu that allows the user to create a file on his device, in order to calculate the average speed used for creating or

copying a file. The file used for this action is created in the default location of the application.

Another functionality of the app is the CPU temperature measurement, that is displayed as a brown barometer icon, in

order to establish the effect it has at the smartphones performance level. In order for the temperature to be measured,

the mobile phone needs to have a temperature sensor or it can be read by accessing a reserved folder.

Figure 1. Home menu when
launching the app

Figure 2. Circular home menu
after pressing the + button

Figure 3. Measurements of the
creating and copying speed
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Figure 4. Measuring the device
temperature of an Samsung
Galaxy S4 device

Figure 5. Measuring the battery
percentage

Figure 6. Screen resolution

Private void CreateFile (final int fileSizeInMB) throws IOException,

InterruptedException {

{

Start1 = SystemClock.elepasedRealtime() ;

int bufferSize = 1024*1024;

byte[] buf = new byte[bufferSize];

OutputStream out = openFileOutput(fileSizeInMB + “Bigfile1.dat”. MODE_PRIVATE);

For(int i = 0; i<=fileSizeInMB; i++){

final int p = 1;

If(i% 5==0)

{

runOnUiThread(new Runnable() {

@Override

public void run() {

textview.setText(“MB created so far: “+p + “/” + fileSizeInMB + “MB”);

}

} } ;

}

Out.write(buf, 0, bufferSize);

}

Size1 = fileSizeInMB;

out.close();

end1 = SystemClock.elapsedRealtime()-start1;

x1 = (size1*1000)/end1;

runOnUiThread(new Runnable () {

@override

public void run(){

spinner.setVisiblity(View.GONE);

textview2.SetText(“Create speed: “ + x1 + “MB/s\nTime was” +(end1/1000) +”ms”);

}

} } ;

}

Figure 7. Code sequence for measuring the creating speed of a file
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Private void CopyFile(String source,String Destination) throws IOException {

Start2 = SystemClock.elepasedRealtime(); {

file= new File (getApplicationInfo (). dataDir + “/files/” + source);

fileSizeInMB = 100;

File destFile = new File (getApplicationInfo (). dataDir + “/files/” + destination);

if(!destFile.exist()) {

destfile. delete ();

}

InputStream in = openFileInput(source);

OutputStream out = openFileOutput(destination, MODE_PRIVATE);

byte[] buf = new byte[1024*1024];

int len;

For(int i = 0; (len = in.read(buf)) > 0; i+=len) {

final int totalSize = i;

If(i% 5==0)

{

runOnUiThread(() → {

spinner.setVisiblity(View.VISIBLE);

textview.setText(“MB copied so far: “+ (totalSize/1024)/1024 + “/” + fileSizeInMB +”MB”);

} } ;

}

out.write(buf, 0, len);

}

in.close();

out.close();

end2 = SystemClock.elapsedRealtime() - start2;

x2 = (size1*1000)/end2;

runOnUithread() → {

spinner.setVisiblity(View.GONE);

textview1.setText(“Copy speed: “+ x2 + “MB/s\nTime was” + (end2/1000)+ “sec”);

} } ;

destFile. delete ();

file. delete ();

}

Figure 8. Code sequence for measuring the copying speed of a file

Public void MeasureTemperature(View v)

{

try {

String commandLine = “cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone11/temp”;

Procss process = Runtime.getRuntime (). exec (commandLine);

InputStreamReader streamReader = new InputStreamReader (process.getInputStream());

BufferReader reader = new BufferedReader (streamReader) ;

String tmp = reader.readLine();

txtvw.setText( “ Your medium temperature is “ + temp.substring(0,2) + “,” + temp . substring(2,3) + “°C“)

} catch (Exception e)

{

e.printStackTrace();

}

}

Figure 9. Code sequence for reading the temperature from the thermal_zone11/temp folder
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C:\WINDOWS\system32\cmd.exe - adb shell

C:\ Users\elibo\AppData\Local \Android\sdk\platform-tools>adb devices

List of devices attached

8D4SLJ997LVWDUZP device

C:\Users\elibo\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools>adb shell

shell@nikel:/nikel:/ $ cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone1/type

mtktscpu

shell@nikel:/ $ cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone1/temp

30600

shell@nikel:/ $

Figure 10. Terminal sequence using the adb shell command in order to read the temperature from the

thermal_zone11/temp folder

In Figure. 5, the user reaches another option of the application, which measures the battery status and percentage. This

option can be found under the red battery icon, on the lower left side.

The last implemented part of the application, as shown in Figure. 6, measures the screen resolution and displays it

in density-independent pixels (dp).

3. Application Development Software

3.1 Programming Environment - Android Studio

TestIT was first developed in Android Studio v2.2.3 and v2.3, using Java language skills. Throughout its development

I used Android Software Development Kits - Android SDKs, that contained the API interfaces which I had to use in

order to run some application tests. Application tests were carried both on the Genymotion Android Emulator and on

Samsung Galaxy S4, S5 and S6 devices. [8]

3.2 Measuring Create and copy Speed

After launching the application, two buttons appear on the user’s screen that can allow him to create a 100 MB file,

which can be copied in the same folder, where the creating process took place. To copy the file, Create File button

must act first. After building the file called 100BigFile1.dat, the creating speed can be set using the formula creating

speed = (file size) / (time needed to create the file). If the file was created and File Copy button has been activated, the

original file is copied and renamed 100BigFileCopy.dat in the same parent folder through the CopyFile method.

The CreateFile method receives as a parameter the file size and creates a 100 MB file through an array of bytes and sets

it the name 100BigFile1.dat. In order to record the time needed for the two operations I saved the starting and ending

time in two int variables start1 and end1. Create speed = (file size) / (time needed for creating the file). To provide a dy-

namic interface for the application, I chose to display at each 5 MB how many MB have been copied until that moment.

Inside the method CopyFile, the file is being copied under the name of 100BigFileCopy.dat in the same folder as

the original file 100BigFile1.dat. Before copying the file, the application checks if the file was created before and

erases it. The copying process is being done using a byte array. To calculate the ellpased time, I used two int variables

to save the start and end time of the process. Using the formula (file size) / (time needed copying the file) we get the

copying speed.

3.3 Measuring Temperature

The first possibility to measure the temperature involves the existence of a temperature sensor. The application mea-

sures the ambient temperature and it is desired to determine its effect on the phone’s CPU. Android Studio allows

the activation of a sensor service including the temperature sensor (Sensor.TYPE_AMBIENT_TEMPERATURE) and
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every slight change in temperature (on Sensor Changed) is displayed on the screen. Unfortunatelly, tests carried out

on Samsung Galaxy S4, S5 and S6 devices revealed that they do not have such a sensor.

Another possibility to measure the temperature involves the use of the adb shell tool in command line that allows

communication via Linux commands to the device and, this way, the thermal_zone files are being listed. This files

contain data about the temperature of the processor. There are only 3 folders containing details that can suggest

the proper temperature. Regarding the Samsung Galaxy S4 device, the CPU temperature can be accessed from the

sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone11 folder inside the temp file, which is shown in Figure .9.[8],[10]

I connected to a shell and typed the commands below. The adb executable is located in the platform-tools folder

that comes with the SDK.

$ cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone11/type

mtktscpu

$ cat sys/class/thermal/thermal_zone11/temp

30600

The temperature is listed above, because the first command returns “mtktscpu”. MTK is the processor of the device I

have run the tests on, while 30600 means 30.6 degrees Celsius.

3.4 Measuring Battery Charging Speed

The application wants to measure the current battery percentage, repeating this process after a few seconds, calculating

the difference between percentages in order to estimate not only the time needed for a full charge, but also the battery

charging speed. At the moment, battery charging time has not been fully implemented, since only the battery status

and percentage are being displayed.

3.5 Measuring Screen Resolution

Measurements of the screen resolution return the number of pixels of the device’s screen. All the facilities listed so far

are designed to establish the performance level of the device TestIT is tested on.

4. Conclusions and Future Developments

Android operating system sensors are listed in three categories: motion, location and environmental sensors. In this

article, I used motion sensors - the accelerometer, as a substitute for the temperature sensor, because the devices I

tested the application on, did not possess such a functionality. Furthermore, this project targeted the performance of

intelligent phones, measuring the screen resolution, the create and copy speed of a file and the CPU temperature, es-

pecially when multiple games or Apps are being accessed.

One main advantage of this paper consists in the availability of source code used to implement the previously men-

tioned services such that to help any student who want to write his own diagnosis application.

The application is far from being complete. I will continue to add new features when using the existing motion sensors,

like the device download speed [11] when connected to the Internet through Wifi or a mobile data connection. Also

I would like to add another feature like the accelerometer, in order to be able to track the older persons that live by

themselves and if an abnormal change is being detected by the accelerometer, a fall may be referred and the family

members will be notified about this incident via SMS. I will use the environmental sensors [12] to communicate with

other external sensors in order to determine some climatic parameters like humidity, atmospheric pressure, pollen,

dust, or even the pollution degree in the air we breathe [13]. This will affect not only the world we work in, but also the

one we live in. I also intend to realize an effective battery management by enabling or disabling certain applications

depending on certain conditions. Nevertheless, I would like to port the application on other mobile platforms such as

Windows Phone, iPhone or iPad.
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Figure 11. Code sequence for measuring battery status and percentage

Figure 12. Code sequence measuring screen resolution
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